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Electronic copies are available in the following Office of Bridges and Structures standard directory W:\Highway\Bridge\Standards\Bridges and on the Internet:

http://www.dot.state.ia.us/bridge/standard.htm

The following Bridge Standard sheets have been revised on the standards J24-06, J30-06, J40-06, and J44-06.

1. On sheets J24-23-06 and J24-26-06, the pile standard notation in the notes was changed from ‘P10A’ to ‘P10L’. The word ‘Tons’ was removed on sheet J24-26-06 in the Pier Reaction Table for the Maximum Pier Reaction.

2. On sheets J30-23-06, J30-26-06, J40-25-06, J40-29-06, J44-25-06, and J44-29-06, the pile standard notation in the notes was changed from ‘P10A’ to ‘P10L’.

These revised standards should be used on all new projects that will be using the P10L standard. If you have any questions on the issued sheets, please check with Thayne Sorenson or Dean Bierwagen.
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